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By Ron Carter

Jamey Aebersold Jazz, United States, 2015. Sheet music. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. All the bass lines from the popular Volume 35: Cedar Walton play-along as played by
bass legend Ron Carter! While reading from the book, play along with the bassist on the recording
(sold separately) until you feel you ve mastered his feel and nuances. Then, using the special stereo
separation on all Jamey Aebersold play-along recordings, switch the bassist off and play along by
yourself with just the piano and drums! This book is a great study in professional bass line
construction. Combo instructors can use this book to give their bass students instant, professional
bass lines. This book includes notes in bass clef with chord symbols above each measure. Titles:
Bolivia * Cedar s Blues * Clockwise * Fantasy in D * Firm Roots * Hand in Glove * Maestro * Midnight
Waltz * Ojos de Rojo.
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It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd-- Clotilde Wieg a nd

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels
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